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MJM Genetic Diversity

Connecting Eco-Systems Worldwide

MJM Genetic Diversity is a dynamic new company fuelled by
the passion to conserve, protect and enhance the genetic
diversity of African exotic game animals in the USA.
Considering that all African Exotics come from a very small initial gene pool, this bottleneck has
led to these species becoming inbred and their genetics deteriorating rather than improving.
We have several exciting projects underway to enhance these species, increase their numbers
and most importantly diversify the current pool of genetics available locally.
With two of the world’s leading wildlife veterinarians on board we are set to connect the worlds
eco systems and take a leap forward in conservation in the USA. Along with being the importers
for the very best exotic game feed for African Exotics, formulated in Africa using the natural
resources these species utilize as their natural diet, we are set to make a difference in the local
wildlife industry.

john@mjmgeneticdiversity.com
Cell: 817 899 5949
bob@mjmgeneticdiversity.com
Cell: 507 402 6119

lauri@mjmgeneticdiversity.com
Cell: 817 235 9449

WELCOMEIntroduction
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in quality of hunting and accommodations and we took several
world class trophies including three rhino in the top twenty and
one the new SCI # 1. Namibia had exceptional early rains which
made hunting challenging, never the less these desert hunts are
true old Africa at her best.

We were one of the fortunate few who managed to get in some
safaris in 2019. Two Lord Derby Eland hunts in the Cameroon
right before the dreaded Covid hit and shut us down, and a very
successful late season hunt for elephant and rhino as Africa
started opening up again in September.

What really is amazing is the quality of animals taken. Nine huge
leopards, three old lions the largest being very close to the top
ten, the new SCI world record Rhino by well over three inches,
two sable over 50” the largest 53 1/2”, some exceptional buffalo
with five bulls over 46” the largest 48 1/2” and one of the largest
elephant we have ever hunted.

fter a terribly quiet 2020 due to travel restrictions
imposed world wide to combat the pandemic, 2021
proved to be better as these restrictions were slowly
lifted and Africa started opening up her borders for
international travellers. A great relief to all of us in the international
hunting industry, and fellow hunters alike.

2021 turned out to be a spectacular year, hunting was back, we
could travel, albeit with restrictions and conditions but this did not
stop those of us with the passion for Africa greater than the fear
of travelling. Excellent hunts were conducted in five countries,
Cameroon, Ethiopia, Zambia, Namibia and South Africa. Zambia
provided us with a truly exceptional season, fully booked we had
some wonderful safaris there taking all but one leopard and all
our lions. South Africa as always was the old stalwart consistent

A huge thank you goes out to all of our staff in all our locations
who stood by us in these challenging times. Also to you, the loyal
hunters that supported us, that travelled despite the difficulties
of world travel post covid. Last but not least our heartfelt
condolences go out to the loved ones we lost you will forever be
missed.
The Madubula Team
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GENERAL
Firearms & Ammo
Upon your arrival in camp, you will be required to sight your rifle.
Suitable rifle ranges, with solid shooting benches, are available.
Prior to your departure from home, be sure to practice with
your chosen firearms so you are at ease with their features and
operations. We suggest your plains game rifle be sighted in 2 to
2.5 inches high at one hundred yards. This will in effect enable
you to comfortably take shots 250 yards out without having to
compensate for distance. For your heavy calibre big game rifles,
dead on at one hundred yards is recommended.
Inferior quality bullets have been the cause of many wounded
animals and unnecessary hours spent following up. Compared to
the trophy fees and cost of a safari, bullets are cheap. Of the best
available, trophy Bonded Bear Claw and Swift A-Frame would be
our first choices for soft points. Barnes X and Nosler Partitions
are also very good – but at times the Barnes tends to perform
like solids, while the Nosler Partitions lose the front section and
seldom retain more than 60% of their weight.
Generally, solids are much the same in all the high-powered
bolt-action rifles, good monolithic solids work best. Once again,
trophy Bonded Sledgehammer or Barnes Super Solids will
work well. Monolithic solids do not bend or fishtail. On slower,
large bore double rifles, we have found full metal jackets, such
as Woodleigh bullets, to be best. Do not hesitate to discuss
individual calibers, bullet weight and make, or other relevant
items with your professional hunter. He knows the area, game
and conditions and will be able to recommend to you not only
bullets, but also calibers suitable for the game to be hunted.
All firearms require import permits, and these vary from country to
country. We will obtain these permits for you once your safari is
booked. You will need a customs declaration from your country
of origin for us to obtain your import permits.
We will also recommend a Meet & Greet service to assist you with
the application of your firearm import permit and with customs
clearance and baggage.

Professional Hunters
Madubula Safaris has a complete team of full-time professional
hunters. All are highly skilled and experienced men complemented
by a back-up staff of excellent trackers, skinners and drivers.
Your professional hunter will be your companion for the duration
of the safari – they are familiar with the hunting areas, conversant
with the staff and local people and superbly experienced in the
hunting field. All are fully recognised for their professionalism and
abilities in the field.
Your professional hunter’s priority is that you enjoy your stay in
Africa in every way, paying attention to detail and providing top
quality service. Please do not hesitate to communicate to him
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any special request you may have, or should you find anything
amiss. He will spare no effort in obtaining top class trophies for
you, and at the same time ensuring you have a memorable safari
without compromise!

Accommodation
All our camps – whether one of our luxury traditional tented
camps, superb lodges or temporary fly camps, are fully stocked
and well-equipped to ensure a relaxing stay. A fine selection of
local and imported drinks is provided, as is a variety of top quality
wines. While unwinding around the evening campfire you will
be able to appreciate ice cold drinks and an array of cocktails,
accompanied by traditional hors d’oeuvres. All camps provide
hot and cold running water and flush toilets, bathrooms are ensuite – even in our tented camps, so total privacy is ensured.
Generally, twin beds are provided in each tent or room, but special
sleeping arrangements can be catered for on request. Camp staff
will ensure that bathrooms are cleaned, beds made and that
laundry is done daily. All rooms and tents are insect-proof and
although electricity is not always available, lighting, either by solar
or lanterns, is provided. All camps are in daily contact with our
headquarters so messages can be received and relayed.
Furthermore, all camps have been approved by our local game
department for the accommodation of foreign guests, and all
facilities provided are to the highest standard. They are located
in scenic, safe areas to allow all members of the group, whether
hunters or not, to enjoy Africa to the full.
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e are committed to provide you, our client, with
a most unforgettable African experience. Our
professional hunters are skilled, ethical sportsmen
who will ensure that you look back on your safari,
and the manner in which each trophy was taken, with pride.
To us, not only the trophy but the entire experience is paramount.
Our areas are regarded as the finest hunting blocks in Southern
Africa, but the emphasis is placed on the thrill of the chase. On
your return home, we want the memories of sight, sound, people,
smells and the atmosphere of Africa to haunt you until you return.
Hunting plays a major role in our conservation efforts in Africa. To
this end the manner in which we hunt, the old animals we select as
trophies and the ethical, professional image we portray as hunters
will ensure hunting always remains critical to conservation. We will
do our utmost to select old, top-quality trophy specimens for you,
which will be hunted in fair chase. To do this, you will be required
to, at times, walk a fair distance, endure heat, thirst and cold, and
after all this make a good clean shot. It is essential you practice
with your firearms prior to your arrival in Africa. Go ahead, use
the bench at your shooting range to sight in your rifle, but also
practice sitting, prone and offhand shots.
In all camps laundry is done daily – so unless adverse weather
is experienced or on transfer days, you can expect clean,
ironed clothes daily. For this reason it is best to pack lightly. The
recommended packing list is sufficient for all our camps and areas.
Stay away from delicate fabrics – rather select soft, comfortable
clothes in neutral colours, khaki or drab green. Camouflage is
permitted in most areas now. However, be sure to check up on
this prior to packing.
Boots should be well worn, soft and comfortable. Soft rubber
soles are best for stalking and tennis shoes are good for wearing
around the camp in the evenings.
Do not forget any personal prescription medications, sunscreen,
chapstick and hat. A warm jacket, gloves and sweaters are
also essential, and should your safari include one of our desert
concessions, thermal underwear and thick woollen socks are
recommended.

Recommended Packing List
• One outfit for use prior to and after the safari
• Four shirts, two long sleeved and two short sleeved
• Three pairs shorts
• Three pairs long pants
• Sweat suit for evening wear
• Warm jacket and sweater
• Well-worn comfortable hunting shoes
• Woollen socks
• Leather gloves
• Hat
• Any medical prescriptions
• Binoculars (8x30 to 10x40)
• Shaving and cosmetic kit
• Camera
• 220 to 110 volt converter (for video camera, etc.)
• Flashlight
• Sun protection lotion and sunglasses
• Firearm and ammunition
• Soft rifle bags

We have the exclusive trophy hunting rights to all our areas,
which in turn are regarded as some of Southern Africa’s finest
trophy hunting concessions. Emphasis is placed on fair chase
ethical hunting so, except for a few select species, hunting is not
conducted on high-fenced game ranches. It is very important that
we are informed at the time of booking what your priority species
are, and what the primary objectives of your safari are. This will
allow us to allocate the best area to you and to ensure that the
required tags are reserved for you from our set quota.
Certain species are restricted to minimum safari duration – these
days have to be booked and paid for, irrespective of whether the
animals are bagged or not. The minimum booking for plains game
is seven days. For safaris ten days or less, only one area will be
hunted while safaris of longer than fourteen days will allow two
areas to be hunted.
Certain species are restricted to specific areas and trophy quality
is better in some areas, so prior planning is important.

“Now therefore, please take your weapons, your
quiver and your bow, and go out to the field and
hunt game for me.”
Genesis 27:3
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WHEN IT
MATTERS
MOST

When you travel, anything can happen. When it does,
Global Rescue gets you home safely.
If you are ill, injured or in danger while traveling, emergency
rescue and evacuation can cost well over $100,000—lifesaving services that are rarely covered by existing home,
health or financial insurance. Global Rescue provides
24/7/365 emergency support and evacuation services
worldwide all for the cost of membership.
The most trusted provider for hunters and
adventurers worldwide.
+1.617.459.4200 | info.globalrescue.com/madubula

TRANSPORT

Transport

One four-wheel-drive
hunting vehicle will
be provided per each
contracted professional
hunter.
Each professional hunter has a fully equipped, well maintained fourwheel drive hunting vehicle. All vehicles include comprehensive
first aid kits and tools to carry out field repairs. Back-up vehicles
are available in all areas and all vehicles are equipped with twowayavailable
radios. in all areas and all vehicles are equipped with twoare
way radios.
Due to the distance between some of our hunting areas, charter
Due
toare
therecommended
distance between
of discussed
our huntingand
areas,
charter
flights
andsome
can be
booked
on
flights
are recommended
and
can be
discussed
booked
on
confirmation
of your safari.
Should
you
decide toand
drive
between
confirmation
of your
safari.
youatdecide
to drive between
areas, suitable
vehicles
willShould
be hired,
your expense,
for this
areas,
suitable
vehicles
will
be
hired,
at
your
expense,
for this
purpose. One four-wheel-drive hunting vehicle will be provided
purpose.
four-wheel-drive
hunting
vehicle
will be
provided
per each One
contracted
professional
hunter.
Should
group
sizes
per
each
hunter.vehicles
Shouldthis
group
sizes
require
thecontracted
use and/orprofessional
hire of additional
will be
at
require
the
use
and/or
hire
of
additional
vehicles
this
will
be
at
the client’s expense.
the client’s expense.

Field Rescue. Only by Global Rescue.
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e strongly recommend that you use charter
e strongly
that you
use
flights into
camp. recommend
The company
we use
charter
flights
into
camp.
The
company
has an excellent track record and their local
we usewill
has
record
representative
bean
at excellent
your pointtrack
of entry
to
and
their
local
representative
will
bethe
at
assist you with custom’s clearance and baggage, as part of
“Meet and Greet” service.your point of entry to assist you with
custom’s clearance and baggage, as
part of the “Meet and Greet” service. They can apply for your
Each professional hunter has a fully equipped, well maintained fourtemporary firearms import permit prior to your arrival. This ensures
wheel drive hunting vehicle. All vehicles include comprehensive
you will avoid unnecessary delays and connecting flights.
first aid kits and tools to carry out field repairs. Back-up vehicles

Insurance

W
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Always advising our hunters to
purchase Global Rescue, I never dreamed the day
would come
I woud be calling for their help.
e strongly recommend
that thethat
following
insurance, which What
is commercially
an absoluteley professional and
available, be obtained by you:
Accidentalservice they provide.
efficient
death/disability, Emergency medical
evacuation, Trip cancellation, Loss of
personal items, Medical insurance.

John Abraham, Madubula Safaris
Leopard Attack Survivor
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ZAMBIA
Madubula Safaris partnership in Zambia has unlocked the exclusive
access to the best areas in the country. Camps are exceptional
and regarded as the best in Zambia.
Bordering the famous Kafue National Park both concessions fall
within the natural corridors of the big buffalo herds and other game
as they migrate between areas.
We have now added a third camp, all are well located within the
hunting areas. Radio communications are available between
camps and the hunting vehicles and WiFi is available in all camps.
Dining areas are superb and set up to allow exceptional game
viewing while enjoying excellent meals.
Twenty-Four-hour electricity is provided with a backup generator.
Our chefs provide world class meals complimented by the best
wines. Specialized catering is available on request.

TROPHIES
Quotas are limited and strictly controlled to ensure a sustainable
offtake of quality trophies. One Lion and three Leopard per area,
plus Buffalo, Sable, Roan and a wide variety of other plains game
make these areas the sought after destinations they are. Contact
us for pricing structures, packages and dates available.
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PRICING
All Rates Include:
• Fully approved camps
• Superb meals, accommodation, daily laundry
• Fully licensed professional hunters, camp staff
and field staff
• One Four-wheel drive hunting vehicle per contracted
professional hunter.
• Field preparation of trophies
• Co-ordination of all your safari travel plans

All Rates Exclude:
• Internal Transfers
• Dip and Pack

’The Lord bless you
and keep you’
Numbers 6:24
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ZAMBIA
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ZAMBIA

Hassle free travel in & out of Jo’burg

Afton
Hassle free travel in & out of Jo’burg

GUN PERMITS • AIRPORT MEET & GREET • ACCOMMODATION

GUN PERMITS • MEET & Our
GREET
• ACCOMMODATION
Team
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info@aftonsafarilodge.com
www.aftonsafarilodge.com
Afton is Africa’s base for the/ African
Hunting Gazette.
Our mission is to promote hunting in Africa.

276mm).2

Afton is Africa’s base for the African Hunting Gazette.
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ZAMBIA
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ZAMBIA
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ZAMBIA
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NAMIBIA
The partnership between Madubula Safaris and Ekuja Hunting
Safaris opens up the whole of Namibia.

Accommdation
All camps are exceptional with your typical East African style tents
being used and all camps have generators for power as well as
WiFi. Laundry is done on a daily basis and meals are superb.

Trophies
Elephant, Buffalo, Hippo, Crocodile and a small selection of plains
game are also available on these hunts with the rest of Namibia
offering phenomenal plains game hunting. The terrain varies
from sandy woodland to thick reed beds and watery islands with
Elephant and Buffalo as the primary species to hunt.
Namibia also offers superb Leopard hunting with some really
big heavy Toms being taken yearly. The elusive Cheetah is not
importable to the USA.
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Pricing
All Rates Exclude:
• License fees where required
• Government Value Added tax on daily rates and animals not
exported (includes wounded animals)
• Accommodation prior to and after safari
• Gratuities
• Alcohol
• Vehicle hire for larger groups as required
• Charter fees as needed
• Firearm import permits
All Rates Include:
• Fully approved camps, whether tented or lodges
• Superb meals, accommodation, daily laundry
• Fully licensed professional hunters, camp staff and field staff
• One four-wheel drive hunting vehicle per professional hunter.
Fully equipped and roadworthy
• Field preparation of trophies
• Co-ordination of all your safari travel plans
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NAMIBIA
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SOUTH AFRICA
South Africa is home to Madubula Safaris and has been since we
started way back in 1991. With nine exclusive areas to hunt across
the country we can offer, and tailor make your hunt to suit your
needs. Some of our species only occur in certain areas and some
areas may have better trophy quality than others so feel free to
discuss the best options for your goals
The Fever Tree and coastal dune forests of Zululand are home to
the shy Suni, Red Duiker and Nyala. The high mountains of the
Eastern Cape allow the fleet footed Vaal Rhebok to roam freely.
The thick coastal vegetation in the Eastern Cape hides the fast
Blue Duiker and the Cape Grysbok. The vast grassy plains of the
Northern Cape allow for great stalking of all the plains game and the
rocky outcrops are home to the Klipspringer. In the North, Limpopo
is known for Leopard, Elephant and giant Kudu and the best of all
is that Madubula Safaris has access to it all.
Our camps vary from your traditional tented camps to upmarket
lodges, world class cuisine complimented by exceptional service
and the finest wines. A great destination for families, first time
safaris and those specially tailored trips
Johannesburg is your port of entry and from here either drive,
commercial flight or short charter will have you in camp to start
your adventure.

PRICING
All Rates Exclude:
•
License fees where required
•
Government Value Added tax on daily rates and animals not
exported (includes wounded animals)
•
Accommodation prior to and after safari
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•
•
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•

Gratuities
Alcohol
Vehicle hire for larger groups as required
Charter fees as needed
Firearm import permits

All Rates Include:
•
Fully approved camps, whether tented or lodges
•
Superb meals, accommodation, daily laundry
•
Fully licensed professional hunters, camp staff and field staff
•
One Four-wheel drive hunting vehicle per professional hunter.
Fully equipped and roadworthy
•
Field preparation of trophies
•
Co-ordination of all your safari travel plans
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SOUTH AFRICA
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SOUTH AFRICA
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SOUTH AFRICA
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ETHIOPIA
Ethiopia is one of the finest hunting destinations in Africa.
Land locked in the “Horn of Africa” it is a rugged but
spectacularly beautiful African country. Divided by the
Great Rift Valley it boasts some of the hottest deserts in the
world, the famous Danakil where we find Gerenuk, Lesser
Kudu, Beisia Oryx, Soemmering's gazelle, Abyssinian Kudu
and Bushbuck and the diminutive Salt’s Dik Dik up to the
highest peaks of the striking Ethiopian Highlands, home to
the secretive and sought after Mountain Nyala, Menelik's
Bushbuck, Giant Forest hog and the beautiful Colobus
Monkey.
Hunting is done from temporary base camps set up for
each hunt. Horeses are used in the highlands and this is the
purest form of true free range hunting in Africa.

34 Richards Drive (opp. Gallagher Estate) MIDRAND TEL: 011 315 9411
Email: info@cambanos.com or diamonds@cambanos.com www.cambanos.com
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ETHIOPIA
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CAMEROON
Cameroon is located on the Gulf of Guinea in Central Africa.
The terrain varies from the tropical rain forests, hideout
of the Bongo, Dwarf Forest Buffalo, Forest Sitatunga and
a host of Duiker species to he scorching savannah where
our primary specie is the magnificent Lord Derby Eland, and
also Western Hartebeest, Harnessed Bushbuck, Savannah
Buffalo, Sing Sing Waterbuck, and a variety of other species.
Hunted are conducted out of permanent base camps with
wifi. One of Africa’s premier destinations for the discerning
hunter. Quotas are limited and strictly controlled to ensure
sustainable hunting and exceptional trophies.
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CAMEROON
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MISSION MADUBULA

After meeting Kevin Holland and Harry Bologna on safaris donated
by Madubula Safaris for true American heroes wounded in combat,
a strong friendship Developed between them and John Abraham
and a common passion was kindled. Together these three veterans
committed to helping other veterans wounded in combat. Between
them Mission Madubula was founded and registered as a non profit
organization dedicated to assisting these fine men who gave so
much to keep America free. It is because of brave men like this that
America is the greatest country in the world. The goal of Mission
Madubula is to assist these men in the process of rehabilitation, to
give them purpose, a reason to go on and to show them they are
truly appreciated.

With the support of generous, patriotic donors we can now offer
selected warriors a fully donated safari to help them on their
road to recovery. A huge part of this comes from like minded
African companies who sponsor all the taxidermy, shipping and
videography for each veteran. These include Wintershoek Safaris,
LifeForm Taxidermy, Splitting Image Taxidermy, Badger Cargo,
Safari Air Cargo, Air 2000 Hunters Support and Stealth productions.
Please join this noble cause, show your appreciation and donate
now.

AIR CHARTER

References available upon request at
safaris@madubula.com
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CONSERVATION
Hunting to us is so much
more than just the kill, it is
the memories made from
preparation, hard work, long
days, and short nights to the
stories around the campfires.
It is the pursuit of wild animals
that have adapted to avoid
predators with senses much
higher than our own, and we
constantly try to outsmart
such animals with many
attempts ending in failure. It is
in our blood, passed down for
generations. It is an instinctual
drive deep in our souls that
ignites a passion that few truly
understand.
We as hunters have an
appreciation and respect for
these wild animals and the
environments we explore, that
most individuals cannot fathom.
Hunters work in remote areas
away from their families for long
periods of time, something
most people are not willing to
do. This work contributes to far
more than just the hunting of
animals. The funds generated
by hunting is what preserves a
large amount of Africa’s wildlife
areas and protects the animals
that call it home. Hunting
generates money for antipoaching efforts, creates jobs
in hard-to-reach places, and
it provides food for the local
communities from the animals
taken.
From hunting we experience
the highest of highs and the
lowest of lows. It is a way of life
for many of us, a passion that
far exceeds a hobby or some
holiday activity. An obsession
for some, and contrary to
popular belief… hunting is
conservation.
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YOUR LODGE / TROPHY ROOM SPECIALIST
Contact Struan Gilson 214 295 7251
Struan@highlandrustic.com | www.shoplmtdesign.com

